
Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

CAMPER CHARACTER BASICS
DEPARTMENT STORE MANAGER
Top: dark purple dress (can be solid or have a design)
Shoes: nice black shoes (character shoes are fine)

SALON EMPLOYEE
Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors
Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts 
(no leopard print)
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

PRISON GUARD
Bottom: black pants
Socks: black ankle
Shoes: all black sneakers or nice black shoes
VIVIENNE KENSINGTON- ELEGANT COLOR 
TONES
Top: purple button down (short or long sleeve)
Bottom #1: dark jeans
Bottom #2: black slacks
Shoes #1: black flats
Shoes #2: black heels (character shoes are fine) or nice 
black boots
Misc: winter coat (peacoat if you have one)

Socks: skin colored tights/nylons

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Artandi, Sophia Vivienne Kensington 
Harvard Law Student Waiter

Andrews, Madeline Gloria, the Department Store 
Manager Salon Employee

Artandi, Laura Delta Nu pledge (Madison) 
Prison Guard



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

HARVARD LAW STUDENT-ALL EARTH TONES
Top: solid button down shirt (white is okay)
Sweater: cardigan or sweater (if you have one: earth tones)
Bottom: pick 2- gray slacks, khakis, nice skirt (no mini 
skirts), navy blue pants, dark jeans or black pants (no cargo 
pants)
Shoes: nice dark colored shoes (heels or flats) (can be 
repeat from Vivienne)
Socks: dark color
Misc: suit jacket if you have one, and/or anything you own 
that has an argyle pattern

WAITER
Top #1: white undershirt/tank top
Top #2: white long sleeve button down (can be repeat from 
Law Student)
Bottom: black pants (can be repeat from Vivienne)
Shoes: nice black flats (can be repeat from Vivienne)
PILAR
Top: white flowy tank top
Bottom: light khaki capris, white capris
Shoes: white high tops (does not need to be Converse)
Shoes #2: nude heels (character sheos are fine)
Socks: white ankle socks

VIDEO PERFORMER- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (repeating from Pilar is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks (repeating from Pilar is fine)
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

Artandi, Sophia Vivienne Kensington 
Harvard Law Student Waiter

Baszucki, Charlotte Pilar Video Performer

Bowman, Annalise Delta Nu pledge (Harper) 
Salon Client Featured Dancer



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

SALON CLIENT- AVOID PINK
Top: choose top that matches your character as a patron 
(avoid flowy/hippie style)
Bottom: jeans
Shoes: match outfit, no neon sneakers, be able to dance in
Socks: as needed for shoe chosen, match outfit
HEATHER- ALL EARTH TONES
Top: solid button down shirt (white or cream also okay but 
not preferred)
Sweater: cardigan or sweater (if you have one: earth tones)
Bottom: pick 2- gray slacks, khakis, nice skirt (no mini 
skirts), navy blue pants, dark jeans or black pants (no cargo 
pants)
Shoes: nice dark colored shoes (heels or flats)
Socks: dark color
Misc: suit jacket if you have one, and/or anything you own 
that has an argyle pattern

WAITER
Top #1: white undershirt/tank top
Top #2: white long sleeve button down
Bottom: black pants
Shoes: nice black flats
DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Top: undershirt
Bottoms: black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes
Socks: black trouser socks

PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: undershirt
Bottom: board shorts or swim trunks
Shoes: tennis shoes/sneakers (neon is fine) or sandals

KYLE
Top: white tank for undershirt (if you want one)

Socks: any color, ankle (if needed for shoe)

Byrne, John Max Department Store Employee 
Party Person
Kyle

Bowman, Maggie Heather, a Harvard Law 
Student Waiter

Bowman, Annalise Delta Nu pledge (Harper) 
Salon Client Featured Dancer



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Shoes: brown work boots
Socks: brown crew socks
Misc: brown belt
PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiian tshirt and solid tank or beachy tank top
Bottom: board shorts or swim trunks
Shoes: tennis shoes/sneakers (neon is fine) or sandals

HARVARD STUDENT - EARTH TONES (no bright 
colors)
Top #1: zip up hoodie or sweatshirt
Top #2: casual t-shirt (can have pattern or image but please 
keep it character age appropriate)
Bottom: jeans (not light), khakis, navy blue pants, or black 
pants
Shoes: no bright tennis shoes/sneakers
Socks: dark color, ankle or crew
Misc: winter items (jacket, hats, mittens, scarves, etc)
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

"WHIPPED INTO SHAPE"- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (only needed if you wear a loose tank 
top)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks

Socks: any color, ankle (if needed for shoe)

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Chubb, Lucas Mike, a UCLA Party Person 
Harvard Student

Byrne, John Max Department Store Employee 
Party Person
Kyle

Debenham, Ella Delta Nu pledge (Ava) 
"Whipped Into Shape"



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

ELLE WOODS
Top #1: pink spaghetti strap leotard
Top #2: white shirt from Amazon
Shoe #1: character shoes (nude or black)
Shoe #2: any shoes YOU OWN that you feel would match 
and you're comfortable dancing in (specifically boots and 
heels)
Socks: nude dance tights

DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)
Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks
GRAND MASTER CHAD- Think about how you would 
dress if you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiin t-shirt and tank or beach tank top
Bottom: shorts (any length, any color, if patterned- tropical 
or tie dye)
Shoes: tennis shoes (neon is fine) or sandles

SALON EMPLOYEE
Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors

Misc: any pink clothing YOU OWN (even if it has a design 
on it, or has just a little bit of pink mixed with other colors)

Socks: any color

Dineen, Juliet Grandmaster Chad Salon 
Employee Inmate Featured 
Dancer

Debenham, 
Catherine

Elle Woods Delta Nu Sister 
Inmate



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts 
(not leopard print)
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers (can repeat from Chad or 
Inmate)

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks
SERENA
Top #1: yellow zip-up hoodie
Top #2: white tank top (not spaghetti strap)
Bottom: white capris
Shoes #1: white sneakers (preferably not Keds or Converse- 
feel free to email PVTC if you need an example)
Shoes #2: nude heels (character shoes are fine)
Socks: white ankle socks

VIDEO PERFORMER- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve) (repeat Serena's 
white tank is fine)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (repeat Serena's is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)

Fotovatjah, Donya Gaelen, a Delta Nu Sister 
Inmate Featured Dancer

Socks: as needed for shoes you choose

Flock, Savannah Serena Video Performer

Dineen, Juliet Grandmaster Chad Salon 
Employee Inmate Featured 
Dancer

Misc: white sunglasses

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks
Top: black button down (long sleeve)
Bottom #1: dark jeans
Bottom #2: khakis (not cargo pants)
Shoes: nice black or brown shoes
Socks: black or gray trouser socks
Misc #1: winter jacket (peacoat if you have one)
Misc #2: suit jacket IF YOU HAVE ONE

Top #1: white tank top (undershirt)
Top #2: solid color button down
Top #3: plaid long sleeve shirt IF YOU HAVE ONE
Bottom: baggy jeans
Shoes #1: tennis shoes (neutral colors, no neon colors)
Shoes #2: nice black flats
Socks: dark color
MARGOT
Top: colorful summer top (stripes or no pattern)
Bottom #1: yellow capris
Bottom #2: white capris
Shoes #1: shoes that match your top (make sure you can 
dance in them safely
Shoes #2: nude heels (character shoes are fine)
Socks: as needed per shoes you pick

VIDEO PERFORMER- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)

Fotovatjah, Donya Gaelen, a Delta Nu Sister 
Inmate Featured Dancer

Hardegree, Ellie Aria, a Delta Nu Pledge 
"Whipped Into Shape" 
Featured Dancer

Giles, Hayden Warner Huntington III

Hardigree, Bailey Margot Video Performer

Grant, Somerset Enid Hoopes

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

"WHIPPED INTO SHAPE"- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottoms: black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes (can be repeat from Chutney)

KIKI
Top: solid color t-shirt that matches leggings
Bottom: fun patterned leggings/workout pants
Shoes: ankle boots (make sure you can dance in them: if 
this is a problem, feel free to email PVTC to work out a new 
solution)
Socks: anything shorter than top of boot

CHUTNEY WYNDHAM
Top: teal button down shirt
Shoes: black flat Mary Janes or black heels (character shoes 
are fine)
Socks: black nylons

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks

Hill, Charlotte Department Store Employee 
Kiki Chutney Wyndham 
Inmate

Hardegree, Ellie Aria, a Delta Nu Pledge 
"Whipped Into Shape" 
Featured Dancer

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Socks: black trouser socks



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiin t-shirt and tank or beach tank top
Bottom: shorts (any length, any color, if patterned- tropical 
or tie dye)
Shoes: tennis shoes (neon is fine) or sandles
Socks: any color

HARVARD STUDENT - EARTH TONES (no bright 
colors)
Top #1: zip up hoodie or sweatshirt
Top #2: casual t-shirt (can have pattern or image but please 
keep it character age appropriate)
Bottom: jeans (not light), khakis, navy blue pants, or black 
pants
Shoes: no bright tennis shoes/sneakers
Socks: dark color, ankle or crew
Misc: winter items (jacket, hats, mittens, scarves, etc)

"WHIPPED INTO SHAPE"- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds
Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

"WHIPPED INTO SHAPE"- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)

Hoiberg, Katarina Hailey, a UCLA Party Person 
Harvard Student "Whipped 
Into Shape"

Huch, Ani Tonya, a Delta Nu Pledge 
"Whipped Into Shape" Salon 
Client Featured Dancer



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks

SALON CLIENT- AVOID PINK
Top: choose top that matches your character as a patron 
(avoid flowy/hippie style)
Bottom: jeans
Shoes: match outfit, no neon sneakers, be able to dance in
Socks: as needed for shoe chosen, match outfit
DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottoms: black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes
Socks: black trouser socks

BOOKISH CLIENT
Top: white tank top (spaghetti strap)
Bottom: jeans
Shoes: ballet flats (not dance ballet slippers)
VIVIENNE KENSINGTON- ELEGANT COLOR 
TONES
Top: purple button down (short or long sleeve)
Bottom #1: dark jeans
Bottom #2: black slacks
Shoes #1: black flats
Shoes #2: black heels (character shoes are fine) or nice 
black boots
Misc: winter coat (peacoat if you have one)

HARVARD LAW STUDENT-ALL EARTH TONES
Top: solid button down shirt (white is okay)
Sweater: cardigan or sweater (if you have one: earth tones)
Bottom: pick 2- gray slacks, khakis, nice skirt (no mini 
skirts), navy blue pants, dark jeans or black pants (no cargo 
pants)
Shoes: nice dark colored shoes (heels or flats) (can be 
repeat from Vivienne)
Socks: dark color
Misc: suit jacket if you have one, and/or anything you own 
that has an argyle pattern

Hughes, Evan Vivienne Kensington 
Harvard Law Student Waiter

Huch, Dana Jill, a Department Store 
Employee Bookish Client

Huch, Ani Tonya, a Delta Nu Pledge 
"Whipped Into Shape" Salon 
Client Featured Dancer



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

WAITER
Top #1: white undershirt/tank top
Top #2: white long sleeve button down (can be repeat from 
Law Student)
Bottom: black pants (can be repeat from Vivienne)
Shoes: nice black flats (can be repeat from Vivienne)
ALL EARTH TONES
Top #1: white undershirt
Top #2: white or gray button down shirt
Bottom: nice brown pants/slacks
Shoes: nice brown shoes
Socks: brown or gray socks
Top #1: plaid button down (earth tones)
Top #2: zip up hoodie
Bottom: khakis (cargo pants are fine)
Shoes: brown loafers or other nice brown shoes
Socks: dark color
PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiin t-shirt and tank or beach tank top
Bottom: shorts (any length, any color, if patterned- tropical 
or tie dye)
Shoes: tennis shoes (neon is fine) or sandles

HARVARD STUDENT - EARTH TONES (no bright 
colors)
Top #1: zip up hoodie or sweatshirt
Top #2: casual t-shirt (can have pattern or image but please 
keep it character age appropriate)
Bottom: jeans (not light), khakis, navy blue pants, or black 
pants
Shoes: no bright tennis shoes/sneakers
Socks: dark color, ankle or crew

"WHIPPED INTO SHAPE"- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts

Socks: any color

Misc: winter items (jacket, hats, mittens, scarves, etc)

Hughes, Evan Vivienne Kensington 
Harvard Law Student Waiter

Kulasooriya, Natalia Chloe, a UCLA Party Person 
Harvard Student "Whipped 
Into Shape"

Inenago, Aijo Lowell, Harvard Admission 
Officer

Jerng, Elliot Aaron Schultz



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
BRIANNA- ALL EARTH TONES
Top: solid button down shirt (white or cream also okay but 
not preferred)
Sweater: cardigan or sweater (if you have one: earth tones)
Bottom: pick 2- gray slacks, khakis, nice skirt (no mini 
skirts), navy blue pants, dark jeans or black pants (no cargo 
pants)
Shoes: nice dark colored shoes (heels or flats)
Socks: dark color

WAITER
Top #1: white undershirt/tank top
Top #2: white long sleeve button down
Bottom: black pants
Shoes: nice black flats
Top: olive green polo or similar shade
Bottom: dark jeans
Shoes: neutral colored tennis shoes (like Converse or Keds, 
etc. not sneakers!)
Socks: dark color trouser socks
Misc #1: sunglasses
Misc #2: leather jacket
PAULETTE
Bottom #1: jeans
Bottom #2: jean mini skirt
Shoes: tall boots (light gray or light brown, heeled is 
prefered)

DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottom: black knee length skirt or black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes (character shoes are fine)

SALON EMPLOYEE
Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors

Misc: suit jacket if you have one, and/or anything you own 
that has an argyle pattern

Socks: boot socks

Socks: skin colored tights/nylons

Kulasooriya, Sofia Brianna, a Harvard Law 
Student Waiter

Kulasooriya, Natalia Chloe, a UCLA Party Person 
Harvard Student "Whipped 
Into Shape"

Marenghi, Annabelle Paulette Department Store 
Employee Salon Employee

Kulasooriya, Sonia Sundeep Padamadon



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts 
(not leopard print)- can repeat jeans from Paulette
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers (I would prefer you don't repeat 
shoes from Paulette)
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose
DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)

VIDEO PERFORMER- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)

JUDGE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: shorts to wear under judge's robe (can be repeat 
from Video Perf.)
Shoes: nice black shoes (flats or heels)
PROFESSOR CALLAHAN
Top #1: white button down
Bottoms: nice black pants
Shoes: nice all black

HARVARD LAW STUDENT-ALL EARTH TONES
Top: solid button down shirt (can repeat white button down 
from Call.)

Socks: black trouser socks

Socks: white ankle socks

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Minkowski, Stefan Prof Callahan Harvard Law 
Student Waiter

Minkowski, Riley Isabella, a Delta Nu Sister 
Video Performer Judge

Marenghi, Annabelle Paulette Department Store 
Employee Salon Employee



Legally Blonde JR.
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Sweater: cardigan or sweater (if you have one: earth tones)
Bottom: pick 2- gray slacks, khakis, nice skirt (no mini 
skirts), navy blue pants, dark jeans or black pants (no cargo 
pants)
Shoes: nice dark colored shoes
Socks: dark color

WAITER
Top #1: white undershirt/tank top
Top #2: white long sleeve button down (can be repeat from 
Callahan).
Bottom: black pants (can be repeat from Callahan).
Shoes: nice black shoes  (can be repeat from Callahan).
SALES GIRL
Bottom: black knee length skirt
Shoes: nice black shoes (character shoes are fine)
Socks: skin colored tights/nylons

SALON EMPLOYEE
Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors
Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts 
(no leopard print)
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose
PAULETTE
Bottom #1: jeans
Bottom #2: jean mini skirt
Shoes: tall boots (light gray or light brown, heeled is 
prefered)

DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottom: black knee length skirt or black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes (character shoes are fine)
Socks: skin colored tights/nylons

Misc: suit jacket if you have one, and/or anything you own 
that has an argyle pattern

Socks: boot socks

Minkowski, Stefan Prof Callahan Harvard Law 
Student Waiter

Molnar, Alessandra Caroline, a Salesgirl Salon 
Employee

Nash, Lucie Paulette Department Store 
Employee Salon Employee



Legally Blonde JR.
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SALON EMPLOYEE
Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors
Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts 
(not leopard print)- can repeat jeans from Paulette
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers (I would prefer you don't repeat 
shoes from Paulette)
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose
PROFESSOR CALLAHAN
Top #1: white button down
Top #2: maroon button down
Bottoms: black pants
Shoes: nice all black (what a man would wear with his suit)

WAITER
Top #1: white undershirt/tank top
Top #2: white long sleeve button down (can be repeat from 
Callahan)
Bottom: black pants (can be repeat from Callahan)

HARVARD LAW STUDENT-ALL EARTH TONES
Top: solid button down shirt (can repeat white button down 
from Callahan).
Sweater: cardigan or sweater (if you have one: earth tones)
Bottom: pick 2- gray slacks, khakis, nice skirt (no mini 
skirts), navy blue pants, dark jeans or black pants (no cargo 
pants)
Shoes: nice dark colored shoes (flats or heels)
Socks: dark color
Misc: suit jacket if you have one, and/or anything you own 
that has an argyle pattern
VIOLINIST
Top #1: white undershirt
Top #2: white long sleeve button down
Bottoms: black pants
Shoes: nick black shoes
Socks: black crew or trouser

Socks: black trouser socks

Shoes: nice black flats (can be repeat from Law Student)

Perkins, Reed Violinist UCLA Party Person 
Jet Blue Pilot Harvard 
Student

Patterson, Gretta Prof Callahan Waiter 
Harvard Law Student

Nash, Lucie Paulette Department Store 
Employee Salon Employee



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiian tshirt and solid tank or beachy tank top
Bottoms: board shorts or swim trunks
Shoes: tennis shoes/sneakers (neon is fine) or sandals

JET BLUE PILOT
Bottoms: black pants (can be repeat from Violinist)

HARVARD STUDENT - EARTH TONES (no bright 
colors)
Top #1: zip up hoodie or sweatshirt
Top #2: casual t-shirt (can have pattern or image but please 
keep it character age appropriate)
Bottoms: jeans (not light)
Shoes: no bright tennis shoes/sneakers
Socks: dark color, ankle or crew
Misc: winter items (jacket, hats, mittens, scarves, etc)
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

SALON CLIENT- AVOID PINK
Top: choose top that matches your character as a patron 
(avoid flowy/hippie style)
Bottom: jeans
Shoes: match outfit, no neon sneakers, be able to dance in
Socks: as needed for shoe chosen, match outfit

Shoes: nick black shoes (can be repeats from Violinist)

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Socks: any color, ankle (if needed for shoe)

Petermeier, 
Annaliese

Emma, a Delta Nu Pledge 
Salon Client Featured Dancer

Perkins, Reed Violinist UCLA Party Person 
Jet Blue Pilot Harvard 
Student



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

ELEGANT COLOR TONES
Top #1: gray polo
Bottom #1: dark jeans
Bottom #2: black slacks
Shoes: nice black shoes (flats or heels are fine)
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose
Misc: suit jacket if you have one
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

SALON CLIENT- AVOID PINK
Top: choose top that matches your character as a patron 
(avoid flowy/hippie style)
Bottom: jeans
Shoes: match outfit, no neon sneakers, be able to dance in
Socks: as needed for shoe chosen, match outfit
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Segal, Julia Amelia, a Delta Nu Pledge 
Salon Client Featured Dancer

Smiley, Kaitlyn Zoe, a Delta Nu Pledge Salon 
Client Featured Dancer

Reid, Roxy Whitney, a Harvard Law 
Student



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

SALON CLIENT- AVOID PINK
Top: choose top that matches your character as a patron 
(avoid flowy/hippie style)
Bottom: jeans
Shoes: match outfit, no neon sneakers, be able to dance in
Socks: as needed for shoe chosen, match outfit
PLEDGE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A LOT OF 
PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: white Keds

"WHIPPED INTO SHAPE"- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
ALL EARTH TONES
Top #1: white undershirt
Top #2: white or gray button down shirt
Bottom: nice brown pants/slacks
Shoes: nice brown shoes
Socks: brown or gray socks
DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottom: black knee length skirt or black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes (character shoes are fine)

SALON EMPLOYEE

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Socks: skin colored tights/nylons

Steinmetz, Sarah Winthrop, a Harvard 
Admissions Officer

Springer, Alyssa Aubrey, a Delta Nu Pledge 
"Whipped Into Shape"

Smiley, Kaitlyn Zoe, a Delta Nu Pledge Salon 
Client Featured Dancer

Stinson, Penelope Catherine the Cashier



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors
Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts 
(no leopard print)
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose
ELLE WOODS
Top #1: pink spaghetti strap leotard
Top #2: white shirt from Amazon
Shoe #1: character shoes (nude or black)
Shoe #2: any shoes YOU OWN that you feel would match 
and you're comfortable dancing in (specifically boots and 
heels)
Socks: nude dance tights

DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks
PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiian tshirt and solid tank or beachy tank top

Misc: any pink clothing YOU OWN (even if it has a design 
on it, or has just a little bit of pink mixed with other colors)

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Sutherland, Grace Elle Woods Delta Nu Sister

Stinson, Penelope Catherine the Cashier

Sutherland, Jack UCLA Party Person Dewey 
Harvard Student



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Bottom: board shorts or swim trunks
Shoes: tennis shoes/sneakers (neon is fine) or sandals

DEWEY- will be modified

HARVARD STUDENT - EARTH TONES (no bright 
colors)
Top #1: zip up hoodie or sweatshirt
Top #2: casual t-shirt (can have pattern or image but please 
keep it character age appropriate)
Bottom: jeans (not light), khakis, navy blue pants, or black 
pants
Shoes: no bright tennis shoes/sneakers
Socks: dark color, ankle or crew
Misc: winter items (jacket, hats, mittens, scarves, etc)
Top #1: white undershirt
Top #2: white button down long sleeve
Bottom: baggy khakis or navy blue pants (not slacks, 
preferably no cargo pockets)
Bottom #2: black pants IF YOU HAVE ANY
Shoe #1: neutral colored converse (preferably not white) or 
brown loafers (both if you already have them)
Socks: white crew cut
Misc: winter jacket (no bright colors, not a peacoat)
DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottoms: black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes (can be repeat from Chutney)

KIKI
Top: solid color t-shirt that matches leggings
Bottom: fun patterned leggings/workout pants
Shoes: ankle boots (make sure you can dance in them: if 
this is a problem, feel free to email PVTC to work out a new 
solution)

CHUTNEY WYNDHAM
Top: teal button down shirt

Socks: any color, ankle (if needed for shoe)

Top: white tank top

Socks: black trouser socks

Socks: anything shorter than top of boot

Wagner, Naomi Department Store Employee 
Kiki Chutney Wyndham 
Inmate

Turner, Teagan Emmett Forrest

Sutherland, Jack UCLA Party Person Dewey 
Harvard Student



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Shoes: black flat Mary Janes or black heels (character shoes 
are fine)

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks
BROOKE WYNDHAM
Top #1: light gray workout tank (no patterns)
Top #2: orange sports bra
Top #3: nice black shirt (something you might wear under a 
suit jacket, doesn't have to be a button down)
Bottom: nice black pants
Shoes #1: white tennis shoes/sneakers
Shoes #2: black heels (character shoes are fine)
Socks: white ankle socks

DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers (can repeat from Brooke)
Socks: white ankle socks (can repeat from Brooke)
DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)

Socks: black nylons

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

Ward, Langley Brooke Wyndham Delta Nu 
Sister Inmate

Warr, Emily Delta Nu Sister (Sabrina) 
Video Performer

Wagner, Naomi Department Store Employee 
Kiki Chutney Wyndham 
Inmate



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)
Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

VIDEO PERFORMER- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
BROOKE WYNDHAM
Top #1: light gray workout tank (no patterns)
Top #2: orange sports bra
Top #3: nice black shirt (something you might wear under a 
suit jacket, doesn't have to be a button down)
Bottom: nice black pants
Shoes #1: white tennis shoes/sneakers
Shoes #2: black heels (character shoes are fine)
Socks: white ankle socks

DELTA NU SISTER- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID A 
LOT OF PINK, NO PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top #1: shirt or dress (doesn't have to be just a t-shirt)
Top #2: patriotic shirt/dress (some or all -red, white, blue)
Bottom #1: skirt, shorts, or capris (no dark jeans or black 
pants/leggings)
Bottom #2: skirt/short/capri to match patriotic top (again, 
no dark jeans or black)- can be repeat, no white capris
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Shoes: shoes that match outfit (no flip flops, need to be able 
to dance in them)

Warr, Emily Delta Nu Sister (Sabrina) 
Video Performer

Westermann, 
Elisabeth

Brooke Wyndham Delta Nu 
Sister Inmate



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

Misc: pick a distinct accessory (big earrings, hat, wide belt, 
etc)

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers (can repeat from Brooke)
Socks: white ankle socks (can repeat from Brooke)
DEPARTMENT STORE EMPLOYEE
Bottom: black knee length skirt or black pants
Shoes: nice black shoes (character shoes are fine)
Socks: skin colored tights/nylons

STYLIST (Stella)
Top: hippie style, flowy sleeves (if long), crazy patterns, 
loud colors
Bottom: pants, capris, or patterned leggings under shorts
Shoes: match outfit and style of character but still able to 
dance in, no neon sneakers
Socks: as needed for shoes you choose

INMATE
Top: undershirt
Bottom: tighter fitting shorts (to wear under costume)
Shoes: white Keds or sneakers
Socks: white ankle socks
ALL EARTH TONES
Top #1: white undershirt
Top #2: white or gray button down shirt
Bottom: nice brown pants/slacks
Shoes: nice brown shoes
Socks: brown or gray socks
KATE- BRIGHT COLORS, AVOID PINK, NO 
PATTERNS (stripes okay)
Top: t-shirt
Bottom: capris or pants
Shoes: boat shoes or something similar
Socks: "no see ums" (which are socks not seen outside of 
keds)
Misc: fun hat if you have one (not baseball)

Westermann, Natalie Department Store Employee 
Stella the Stylist Inmate 
Featured Dancer

Yun, Elizabeth Kate Video Performer

Yelland, Alanna Pforzheimer, Harvard 
Admissions Officer

Westermann, 
Elisabeth

Brooke Wyndham Delta Nu 
Sister Inmate



Legally Blonde JR.
COSTUME INFO 

VIDEO PERFORMER- AVOID ORANGE
Top #1: workout top (tank or short sleeve)
Top #2: sports bra (with tank top only)
Bottom: workout pants, capris or shorts
Shoes: sneakers (neon is fine)
Socks: white ankle socks
PARTY PERSON- Think about how you would dress if 
you were going to a Jamaican themed party
Top: hawaiian tshirt and solid tank or beachy tank top
Bottom: board shorts or swim trunks
Shoes: tennis shoes/sneakers (neon is fine) or sandals
Socks: any color, ankle (if needed for shoe)

HARVARD STUDENT- EARTH TONES (no bright 
colors)
Top #1: zip up hoodie or sweatshirt
Top #2: casual t-shirt (can have pattern or image but please 
keep it character age appropriate)
Bottom: jeans (not light), khakis, navy blue pants, or black 
pants
Shoes: no bright tennis shoes/sneakers
Socks: dark color, ankle or crew
Misc: winter items (jacket, hats, mittens, scarves, etc)

BAILIFF
Bottom: black pants
Socks: black ankle
Shoes: all black sneakers or nice black shoes (can also use 
these as your Harvard student shoes)

Yun, Noah Brad, a UCLA Party Person 
Harvard Student Bailiff

Yun, Elizabeth Kate Video Performer


